ADA Compliance Statement

Below is a brief summary for each of our ATM models discussing compliance with these regulations. Though there is no external body that we are aware of appointed to evaluate compliance, we are delighted to report that we believe all of our current ATM models meet the ADA requirements.

ADA Compliance Kits are available on www.atmgurus.com (in some cases for less than $9) for most legacy models released prior to the passage of the latest ADA regulations.

- **XScale/X2 series/X3 Series:**
  - Through the wall
    - **ARGO FT** - Model meets the ADA regulations.
    
    **FT5000 and RT2000** – Starting January 2012, the +/- tactile feature was added to the Keypad. A +/- label with the tactile feature can be purchased from www.atmgurus.com using PN 06100-10476.

- **Lobby:**
  - **ARGO, and Traverse** - These models meet the ADA regulations.
  
  **RL1600, and RL2300** - Starting January 2012, the +/- tactile feature was added to the Keypad. A +/- label with the tactile feature can be purchased from www.atmgurus.com using PN 06100-10476.

  **RL5000** – Between July 2003 and February 2008, Triton did not include a Braille decal identifying the location of the audio jack on the RL5000 because it was not required at that time. Since that time, the Braille decal has been included. The Braille decal can be purchased at www.atmgurus.com using PN 07000-38801. Starting January 2012, the +/- tactile feature was added to the Keypad. A +/- label with the tactile feature can be purchased from www.atmgurus.com using PN 06100-10476.

  **9600** – Triton has created an ADA Compliance Kit. Of note, there was a period of time when the 9600 overall reach height exceeded the ADA required 48”. This was prior to ADA proposing this height restriction. In this case, this model does not meet the 2010 ADA requirement. These models include any 9600 with a serial number prior to 5136084. These particular models were all manufactured prior to December 2000. In order to comply with the speech requirements of ADA, Triton has created PN 06200-08205. A +/- label with the tactile feature can be purchased from www.atmgurus.com using PN 06100-10476.
• **9100/8100**
  - Color LCD – This model needs the Braille decal identifying the location of the audio jack. The Braille decal is PN 07000-38801. ADA also has a tactility requirement for the keypad in the form of raised symbols on the CLEAR, ENTER, CANCEL, and '5' keys. Starting January 2012, the +/- tactile feature was added to the Keypad. A +/- label with the tactile feature can be purchased from www.atmgurus.com using PN 06100-10476.

  - Mono LCD – Triton began shipping the speech kit as standard equipment on the 9100/8100 Mono LCD version in April 2004; however, this model needs the Braille decal identifying the location of the audio jack. The Braille decal is PN 07000-38801. For 9100/8100 Mono LCD versions shipped prior to April 2004, Triton has created an ADA Compliance Kit that includes the necessary components to comply with the speech requirements within ADA. The PN for this kit is 06200-00204. ADA also has a tactility requirement for the keypad in the form of raised symbols on the CLEAR, ENTER, CANCEL, and ‘5’ keys. Starting January 2012, the +/- tactile feature was added to the Keypad. A +/- label with the tactile feature can be purchased from www.atmgurus.com using PN 06100-10476.

• **9700** – This model needs the Braille decal identifying the location of the audio jack. The Braille decal can be purchased at www.atmgurus.com using PN 07000-38801. Starting January 2012, the +/- tactile feature was added to the Keypad. A +/- label with the tactile feature can be purchased from www.atmgurus.com using PN 06100-10476.

• **XP series (RL5000xp, FT5000xp, and FT7000)**
  - Through the wall (FT5000xp and FT7000) – These models meet the ADA regulations. A +/- label with the tactile feature can be purchased from www.atmgurus.com using PN 06100-10476.

  - Lobby (RL5000xp) – Between December 2004 and March 2008, Triton did not include a Braille decal identifying the location of the audio jack on the RL5000xp because it was not required. The Braille decal was included after March 2008. This model may need the Braille decal identifying the location of the audio jack. The Braille decal can be purchased at www.atmgurus.com using PN 07000-38801. A +/- label with the tactile feature can be purchased from www.atmgurus.com using PN 06100-10476.

Please contact your Triton Sales Representative at 1-866-787-4866 to learn more.

For all ATM Parts, Repair, and Training needs, visit www.atmgurus.com.